
 
 

OFFICIAL RULES 
ASQB EQUIPMENT 

1. The ASQB target surface shall be a 72-inch by 24-inch rectangle made of heavy-duty fabric, plywood, or 
other material.  

2. The ASQB target surface includes two round holes. The larger hole which shall be 15 inches in diameter 
and identified by a blue ring with its center being 12 inches from the front end of the playing surface. The 
smaller hole which shall be 12 inches in diameter and identified by a red ring with its center being 12 
inches from the rear end of the playing surface.  

3. The front-end of the playing surface shall be approximately 24-26 inches from the ground. 
4. The rear-end of the playing surface shall be approximately 48-50 inches from the ground. 
5. It is recommended that the round targets include nets or other means of catching the balls to confirm 

scoring. 
6. ASQB can be played with any size of rubber, synthetic, or leather football depending on the players age 

and level of play. 

FIELD OF PLAY 

ASQB is played with a “throw from line” referred to as the Line of Scrimmage (LOS) and the ASQB target 
surface. The LOS is agreed upon between players prior to start of play and defines the distance and angle of 
throws for that game. The most common LOS used for ASQB competition is a straight line 10 yards (30 feet) 
from the front edge of the ASQB target surface for younger players and 15 yards (45 feet) from the front edge 
of the ASQB target surface for more experienced players (Figure 1a). The predetermined LOS marking is clearly 
noted on the field of play and remains the same throughout the game. Players must always remain behind the 
LOS and never cross the LOS while executing all throws throughout the game.  

 

   

 
Figure 1a: ASQB Standard Field of Play 



 
 
STANDARD PLAY OF THE ASQB GAME 

Every ASQB game is broken down into four quarters of play. During a quarter of play, each player has four 
consecutive downs with each down consisting of one throw at the ASQB target surface. On the fourth 
consecutive down (or throw), the player receives double the points earned for that throw. A quarter is never 
completed until all players complete his/her 4 downs (or throws). 

1. Players must always stay behind the Line of Scrimmage (LOS) when executing his/her throws. If a player 
crosses the LOS while executing a throw it results in loss of down and no points are awarded on that down. 

2. Players start the game with one throw each from the pre-game, agreed upon LOS to determine the order of 
play. The player with the best score after one throw each chooses the order of play. He/she can elect to 
throw first or defer to throw last. This will be the order for all four quarters. 

3. While Player A is executing his/her four downs (throws), Player B is located near the ASQB target surface 
without interfering with his/her opponents throws and returns the ball to Player A until he/she completes all 
four downs. Players then switch positions. 

4. The quarter is completed when all players have executed their four consecutive downs. 
5. Players compete for four quarters of play to determine the final outcome. Remember, fourth down is always 

worth double points. 

OVERTIME 

1. In the event of a tie game after four quarters, players go to overtime play. Again, players each get one 
throw at the target to determine order of play. The player with the higher score gets to choose the order of 
play for overtime. Overtime consists on one throw each until a winner is determined. 

 

VALUE OF THE TARGETS 

The approved method of scoring for the sport of ASQB is similar to American Football.  

BLUE RING (Field Goal):  Any ball thrown through the larger Blue Ring is a Field Goal and worth three (3) 
points. Unless it is fourth down where it is worth double points or six (6) points. 

RED RING (Touchdown):  Any ball thrown through the smaller Red Ring is a Touchdown and worth six (6) 
points. Unless it is fourth down where it is worth double points or twelve (12) points. 

WHITE TARGET SURFACE (Extra Point):  Any ball thrown that hits the white ASQB target surface is an 
Extra Point and worth one (1) point. Unless it is fourth down where it is worth double points or two (2) points.  

Hitting the ASQB legs, frame, or anything below the ASQB target surface DOES NOT receive points. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
ALTERNATIVE PLAY 

Advanced DIME THROWERS can use the official ASQB Football Route Tree (Figure 1b) to create a more 
difficult field of play or just work on their skills at home throwing specific routes. Throwing a 20 yard “Wheel 
Route” helps improve an aspiring prospects accuracy and touch and often results in low scoring games. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1b: ASQB Football Route Tree 



 
 
ASQB 21 GAME (GREAT FOR COMPETITION PLAY WITH TWO ASQB SETS) 

The ASQB 21 game is a simple and fast way to play. Similar to the game of Cornhole, ASQB 21 can also be 
played with two ASQB target surfaces. ASQB 21 is also played with a “throw from line” referred to as the Line 
of Scrimmage (LOS) and the ASQB target surface. The LOS is agreed upon between players prior to start of 
play and defines the distance of throws for that game. The most common LOS used for ASQB competition is a 
straight line 10 yards (30 feet) from the front edge of the ASQB target surface for younger players and 15 yards 
(45 feet) from the front edge of the ASQB target surface for more experienced players. NOTE: When playing 
with two ASQB targets (cornhole style), the LOS is the front edge of the target surface the player is 
throwing from. The predetermined LOS marking is clearly noted on the field of play and remains the same 
throughout the game. Players must always stay behind the Line of Scrimmage (LOS) when executing his/her 
throws. If a player crosses the LOS while executing a throw during ASQB 21 the throw does not count and no 
points are awarded. 

ASQB 21 VALUE OF THE TARGETS 

BLUE RING:  Any ball thrown through the larger Blue Ring is worth two (2) points.  

RED RING:  Any ball thrown through the smaller Red Ring is worth three (3) points.  

WHITE TARGET SURFACE:  Any ball thrown that hits the white ASQB target surface is worth one (1) point.  

Hitting the ASQB legs, frame, or anything below the ASQB target surface DOES NOT receive points. 

1. Players start the game with one throw each from the pre-game, agreed upon LOS to determine the order of 
play. The player with the best score after one throw each chooses the order of play. He/she can elect to 
throw first or defer to throw last. 

2. Players get one (1) throw each per turn at the ASQB target surface. While Player A is executing his/her 
throw, Player B is located near the ASQB target surface without interfering with his/her opponents throw 
and gathers the ball for their turn. Players then switch positions. 

3. Players compete until one reaches or exceeds 21 points. 
4. If Player A reaches 21 points before Player B, Player B gets their final turn to win or tie Player A. 
5. The winner must win by two (2) points and ASQB 21 play continues until a winner is determined. 

 

COMPETE WITH CLASS AND START 
 

 

 


